Targeted Transmembrane Delivery of Ca2+ via FA-Nanogel for Synergistically Enhanced Chemotherapy.
Metal ion synergistically enhanced chemotherapy is a promising strategy for cancer treatment. However, targeting delivery of ions toward cancer cells remains challenging for decades. Herein, we developed a novel folic acid-nanogel (termed as FA-nanogel) with alkane chains as diffusion barriers for targeted transmembrane delivery of calcium ions into cancer cells. With the aid of hydrophobic diffusion barriers, the FA-nanogel showed a reduced and sustained speed for release of calcium ions, significantly prolonging the ion effect. Moreover, a pH-sensitive injectable hydrogel-loaded FA-nanogel and chemotherapeutic drug 5-fluorouracil (5-Fu) was synthesized for investigating the synergistic effect of nanogel on chemotherapy. Both in vitro and in vivo experiments confirmed that the intracellular calcium ions were continuously increased because of the targeted delivery ability and ion sustained release ability of the smart FA-nanogel, and the tumor growth was effectively inhibited by the ion synergistic chemotherapy. This study not only provides a powerful nanoplatform for sustained transmembrane delivery of ions into malignant cells but also creates better conditions for improving the therapeutic efficacy of chemotherapy.